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Abstract 

Since the beginning of the Enterprise IT infrastructures, security remained a major concern 

for both the hardware vendors and software developers. Over a period of time, a number of 

security solutions are proposed to address the known security issues. However, past 

experience shows that black hats (hackers/intruders) are always ahead of the security 

implementers. They have been successful in devising techniques to breach security 

parameters and steal information and/or gain access to resources.  

There are many commercially available tools for securing information assets like Firewalls, 

IDS (Intrusion Detection Systems), IPS (Intrusion Prevention Systems), Anti-virus, Anti-

spyware, Anti-malware, etc. But they are mostly used to protect computers and networks 

against known/identified/reported vulnerabilities. In case of zero day attacks, things may go 

unidentified for quite a long time. Hence there is a need of a tool and/or solution which can be 

used to spy on the attacker, slowing them down and possibly deceiving them. Honeypots and 

related technologies exactly promise to do so. 

To have an insight over the concepts of information security and the tools used for securing 

information assets against different attacks, students of this field must have some hands-on 

experience over these tools as part of their curriculum. By doing so, we will enable students to 

work with available defense methodologies for potential exploits and threats. In this thesis we 

have implemented honeypot technology in an online Information Security Laboratory. 

Honeypots generally are decoys created to lure hackers and are closely monitored within a 

network to have a trail of attacks and to provide necessary alerts. The lab design adopted in 

our work provides a controlled environment, while keeping it accessible for both on campus 

and distance students. Students can use our prototype to understand honeypot technology and 

test it by launching different probes and attacks. We have further derived a mechanism to 

present the logs generated by honeypot in a user friendly and meaningful way.  The adopted 

approach makes the process of log analysis more efficient and effective. Which otherwise 

could be a nightmare for analysts.    
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1. Introduction 

With the growth of internet, information and computer use in last decade, security of IT 

resources has become a top most issue for many industries, academia and government 

agencies. This requirement has dramatically resulted in an increased demand of well-trained 

security professionals. However, on the other hand, integration of security related courses in 

IT curricula and providing hands-on experience and/or exercises have not been restructured 

for meeting these demands [1]. 

Although today, there are a number of universities that offer Information Security programs 

however they also in many ways  lack in providing necessary hands-on experience to their 

students, who can then employ this knowledge and experience in the industry for making the 

cyber space secure and more reliable. The main rationale behind this situation is that the real 

world labs can’t be integrated with the courses and vice versa [2]. Real world labs are the 

normal labs within the university network which do not provide a controlled or closed 

environment. System administrators also consider it as a threat or possible security risk to 

even deploy information security labs within the campus networks. University networks and 

labs normally also have their security parameters in place and they do not allow sniffers, port 

scanners, viruses or any other malwares to be tested or deployed within their networks.  

While on the other hand distance education has become increasingly popular and widely 

adopted academic practice, which becomes another important factor for not using the real labs 

present in the university campuses. Distance students are not always able to utilize the 

physical resources available within the university campuses. As a result of which, the use of 

real labs for such hands-on training and experiments is not possible.  

The use of hands-on and practical scenarios makes it easier for the students to incorporate the 

theories and knowledge gained through books and classrooms with latest technologies and 

practices. Considering this, in our thesis we have deployed honeypots in an online information 

security lab environment which will be accessible to all (on campus and distance) students. 

Students are able to test this tool by launching different probes and attack, while the honeypot 

keeps trail of all those attacks in its log file. It is important to mention here that IT security 

awareness and education can be enhanced by analyzing honeypot data [3]. So as part of our 

implementation, we parse those logs into a database and present them in a user friendly 

interface for effective analysis. Our prototype is intended to provide a literal playground for 

growing necessary technical skill of information security students.   
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1.1 Aims of Study and Research Question 

In todays’ world ICT systems do not just serve the purpose of automating and stabilizing the 

work environment, but rather they are considered as an integral part of our society. However 

cyber-attacks are also increasing and continuously targeting governments, financial sectors, 

defense organizations, power and telecommunication companies. These attacks are in hunt of 

financial or military gains and are launched by criminals or even from a state level. It is not 

just the number of attacks that have increased but the sophistication of attacks has also 

reached new heights. Because of this very reason, the organizations are failing to cope with 

the threats in safeguarding their critical resources. It is therefore important to have 

experienced security professionals in the industry.  

The implementation of an online information security laboratory as a part of information 

security curricula can produce progressive results.  Such implementation can provide the 

students an opportunity through which they can have hands-on experience of testing different 

vulnerabilities and security tools in a closed environment. It can also help security students 

and researchers to preempt cyber-attacks and to think a step ahead of the cyber criminals. 

Tools like honeypots can be used in an information security laboratory to learn from 

intruders’ actions. The information acquired by using this tool can help in preempting future 

threats and attack patterns.  

The aim of this study is to deploy honeypot solution in an online information security 

laboratory, so that students can learn more about this technology. The research question 

framed for this study and to guide our endeavor is: 

How the students can safely use honeypot in an online information security laboratory for 

educational purposes? How the process of forensics and analysis of logs can be made easy 

and user friendly for students and security analysts?  

Honeypots sniffs all the attacks launched against emulated operating systems and services and 

records all associated data in a text file. As the size of log files grows it becomes more 

difficult for the user to do analysis and extract logs of a particular attack from this log file. In 

case of our implementation for pedagogical purposes, our prototype is expected to be used by 

a large number of students. This can result in generating large data sets and log analysis can 

become cumbersome and time consuming task. In this thesis we have tried to target this 

problem by designing a prototype for making log analysis process user friendly and efficient. 

By user friendliness and efficiency we mean that users, who in our case would be students, 

have to spend less time and effort to have their own logs extracted from this log file. Our 
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designed solution also provides them with a meaningful representation of logs in the form of 

graphs through our web interface. We have also evaluated our designed prototype by having 

students do some experiments by launching attacks against our honeypot server and analyzing 

our approach against the conventional method.       

Guided by the research question and aim of the study, we first analyzed how available 

literature addresses our research question. Later as part of implementation we deployed a 

honeypot tool in a secure and controlled lab environment. Finally we tested our prototype and 

results were evaluated to confirm our contribution in this field.   

1.2 Delimitations 

Although honeypot technology is around for quite some time, but there are few easily 

available tools in the market. Considering time and financial constraints in this thesis we will 

just select one tool, honeyd [4, 5] as part of our implementation process in an online 

information security lab. Honeyd is an open source project which was initially developed for 

UNIX based systems but later on it was also ported to windows. Discussions related to other 

resources deployed in this lab such as; Microsoft servers, Linux servers, network and security 

appliances are out of scope for this report. Our prototype was tested by a group of five 

students and results are presented in this report. However there is no limit for the number of 

students to use our prototype for testing and verifying its results. 

1.3 Structure of Thesis 

The structure of this thesis is organized in different chapters. Chapter 1 presents an overview 

about the needs of online information security laboratory along with our aims, research 

question and the methodology adopted and delimitations for this thesis. Chapter 2 presents 

theoretical foundation by giving overview of general concepts related to honeypot for building 

better understanding of this technology. Chapter 3 presents literature review in which we have 

tried to see how previous literature addressed our aims and research questions and what were 

the areas in which our implementation can bring improvements. Chapter 4 of this report 

discusses design components and all the details related to the implementation of this thesis. In 

Chapter 5 we present results and analysis of our study, while in Chapter 6 discussions and 

conclusions about our study is given. Chapter 7 belongs to the road map for our future work.  
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2. Theoretical Foundation  

The generally accepted definition of honeypot in the research community was given by 

Spitzner, L back in 2003, according to Spitzner “a honeypot is a security resource whose 

value lies in being probed, attacked, or compromised” [6].  

A honeypot is just like any other computer system, however it is built to be compromised and 

to provide information about the blackhats [6]. A honeypot is like a trap laid for the hackers to 

fall-in. It can provide us useful information about the hackers and it can also be used for 

distracting and slowing them down. Honeypots can be set up for different purposes and to 

achieve a number of results, as previously mentioned in [7]. Some of their uses are given 

below: 

 They can distract attackers from more valuable machines on a network. 

 They can be used for providing information about new attacks and exploits. 

 They can be useful in providing an in-depth analysis of attacks during and after 

exploitation of honeypot.  

From the above defination and the usage of honeypots we can say that whenever we talk 

about honeypots our intentions for that system is to be attacked, investigated and to be 

compromised. If the system is not attacked or probed then it might have a little or no value. 

This is exactly opposite to almost all the production systems running in our network, which 

are required to be protected and not to be attacked or probed. Honeypots are different from 

most security tools, as most of the security tools used today are designed to address and 

safeguard a specific problem. For example an Intrusion Detection System is used to detect 

attacks by monitoring either system or network traffic and to identify any malicious activity. 

Likewise the firewalls are used to protect the organization by controlling the flow of the 

inbound and outbound traffic. They are normally deployed at the organizations’ perimeter to 

safeguard the organization form any unauthorized access. Whereas honeypots are different 

from these technologies as they are not limited to solve a specific problem, instead they are 

highly flexible and can be used in a number of situations for different purposes. For example, 

they can be used for detection of attacks, which is similar to Intrusion Detection Systems. 

They can be used to deter the attacks and attackers, a functionality provided by firewalls. 

They can be used for capturing and analyzing automated attacks, such as worms and can act 

as indication and warning sensors. It is really up to the users how they want to use honeypots 

based on what they are trying to achieve.  
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2.1 Types of Honeypots 

The author of [6] suggested that honeypots can be classified in two broad categories which are 

research and production honeypots. This categorization is based on the purpose of their use. 

Honeypots can also be categorized on the basis of their aims and interaction level with the 

attackers [8].  

2.1.1 Production Honeypots 

When people think about honeypots they normally think about production honeypots. 

Production honeypots are those which are used by organizations to protect them and to help 

them in mitigating risk [9]. They are considered to be valuable because of the reason that they 

provide security to any organizations’ production resources. Production honeypots are easier 

to build, deploy and maintain as they require less functionality then the research honeypots. 

By using production honeypots we may know where the source of attacks are, which exploits 

are carried out. However we may not know who the attackers are, how they are organized and 

what are the tools used by them. While production honeypots can be helpful in providing 

attack patterns, but they give less information about the attackers. Production honeypots are 

deployed in such a way that they mirror the production servers or any service for the attackers 

to work with and to expose any vulnerability present in the network. Honeypots provide alerts 

about these attacks and vulnerabilities to the administrators. These alerts and warnings are 

helpful in reducing risks of intrusion [10]. A better defense and counter measures can be put 

in place against future threats on the basis of data provided by the honeypot. An analogy for 

production honeypots can be as law enforcement, where their job is to deal with the bad guys. 

Commercial organizations often use production honeypots to mitigate the risk of attackers.  

2.1.2 Research Honeypots 

The research honeypots normally do not add any direct value to the organization, instead they 

are designed to gather information about the backhat community [9]. The organizations like 

government agencies, defense institutions, universities and large corporations use research 

honeypots to collect information about the threats they face. Necessary precautions can be 

taken on the basis of this information to counter those threats. The focus of research 

honeypots is to gather intelligence and to understand the ways and means used by the 

attackers during an attack. This information is helpful to determine the actions, intentions and 

sometimes the attackers themselves. As mentioned earlier these types of honeypots do not add 

any direct value to the organizations’ security, whereas the lessons learned through them can 
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prove to be fruitful for future.  Research honeypots are both complex to deploy and to 

maintain. They can gather large amount of data and can be time consuming from 

administration aspect [8]. Research honeypots can be used as a platform for studying cyber 

threats and to do an extensive research. The attackers can be constantly monitored and all their 

actions can be recorded while they compromise any system. Intelligence gathering is one of 

the most exciting and unique feature of research honeypots. Research honeypots can be used 

as a platform for studying cyber threats and to do an extensive research. The attackers can be 

constantly monitored and all their actions can be recorded while they compromise any system. 

Intelligence gathering is one of the most exciting and unique feature of research honeypots 

[11]. Sometimes the use of research honeypots can result in the discovery of new worms and 

they can also be very useful in the development of forensic skills.  

These categorizations of honeypots are simply a guideline to identify their purpose, while the 

distinction is not absolute. Sometimes the same honeypot may be either a production or a 

research honeypot. It does not depend as much on how it is built but how it is actually used 

[6]. For example, a honeypot deployed an organization may have captured all the activity of 

an attack, even recorded attacker's keystroke. If the organization is using this honeypot as a 

production solution, it will only be interested in detecting the attack, blocking the attacker, 

and perhaps even prosecuting the individuals involved. Whereas if the organization is using 

the same honeypot as a research solution, it will be more interested in what tools the attackers 

are using, where they are coming from, and their activities after they have compromised the 

honeypot. It's the same honeypot, with the same information captured. The difference is in its 

purpose, since it can be used as either a production or research solution.  

2.1.3 High Interaction Honeypots  

High interaction honeypots are the most advanced types of the honeypots. Designing a high 

interaction honeypots is a time consuming and complex process. Highest level of risk is 

associated with them as they involve an actual operating system [12]. High interaction 

honeypots provide a real operating system to the attackers without any restriction [13]. With 

the use of this type of honeypots we have the opportunity to collect large amount of data as 

the attackers have most of the resources available to them, while all their actions and activities 

are logged on the honeypot. These types of honeypots should be constantly monitored in order 

to ensure that they do not become a threat or danger themselves [12]. Honeynets which are 

commonly used for research purposes are a typical example of high interaction honeypots.    
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2.1.4 Medium Interaction Honeypots 

Medium interaction honeypots provide less interaction as compared to high interaction 

honeypots and are considered less sophisticated [13]. Unlike high interaction honeypots these 

honeypots do not have a complete operating system installed on them instead they just 

simulate technically complicated services. Although with the use of medium interaction 

honeypots the probability of finding vulnerabilities increases, however such system cannot be 

compromised as no real operating system is used in this case [12]. The services emulated 

using medium interaction honeypots are sophisticated enough to create an illusion of a real 

operating system. Honeytrap, Mwcollect and Nepenthes are the examples of medium 

interaction honeypots. Autonomously spreading malwares can easily be collected by 

Mwcollect and Nepenthes. These daemons can log automated attacks, and extract information 

on how to obtain the malware binaries so that they can automatically download the malware. 

Honeytrap dynamically creates port listeners based on TCP connection attempts, extracted 

from a network interface stream. Which allows them to handle some unknown attacks [8].  

2.1.5 Low Interaction Honeypots 

In low interaction honeypots services are simulated in such a way that they cannot be 

exploited to gain complete access of the honeypot [14]. In these types of honeypots there is no 

operating system for the attackers to interact with [12]. The deployment and maintenance 

process of low interaction honeypots is comparatively simple then medium and high 

interaction honeypots. Their functionality is very similar to passive IDS as they do not have 

any interaction with the attackers. Low interaction honeypots can minimize risk but at the 

same time their functionality is limited. However they can still be used for analyzing 

spammers and can also be used as active countermeasure against worms [14]. Honeyd is an 

example of low interaction honeypot. Honeyd is a daemon which has the capacity to simulate 

large network structure on a single network host [14]. Unused IP space in the network is used 

by honeyd for imitation of computers, which only provides a front end of a service to be 

attacked. Another example of a low-interaction honeypot is Specter, which is developed and 

sold by NetSec. Specter has functionality like an enterprise version of BackOfficer Friendly 

(BOF) and only affects the application layer [8].  

2.2 Honeypots Vs IDS 

The main benefit of using honeypot technology is in the area of detection. Because of its 

simplistic nature it easily addresses the challenges normally faced by IDS’s. With the use of 
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honeypots we can reduce the problems of false positives and false negatives considerably. As 

unlike IDS all the traffic that is received by honeypots is considered to be an attack. Also IDS 

systems are normally dependent on their vendors’ attack signatures and in case of zero day 

attacks the IDS systems fail to issue alerts. Another problem with the IDS is as they operate in 

a production environment they have to deal with a large amount of traffic passing through 

them and in response they create large sets of logs which become difficult to analyze for 

network administrators. This issue is solved by honeypots as it has no production value. 

Everything received by honeypots is an attack and it does not include any data related to 

production traffic. Also in case of an attack honeypots can be pulled offline for doing detail 

investigations and forensics which is sometimes difficult if not impossible with the production 

systems. Commercial organizations derive the most direct benefit from production honeypots 

[8].  

2.3 Honeypots Vs Firewalls 

Firewalls are generally deployed to secure the environment for any unauthorized access. 

However honeypots are designed to entice the hackers to attack the system. Once the system 

is compromised by them the security researcher can know how they operate. Using this 

information, security analyst in a corporation can know which systems and ports the hackers 

are most interested in? Also firewalls log activities of all the systems within an organization, 

so in case of an event it becomes difficult to search through all the logs, in order to find a 

particular event. As like IDS, firewall logs also contains events related to production systems. 

However in case of honeypot, the logs are only related to probes and attacks. So if a firewall 

log contains 1000 entries of all the systems on the network the honeypots’ log contain only 5-

10 entries. Each of which is important for the security implementers. 

2.4 Advantages of Honeypots 

Some of the advantages of using honeypots are given below:  

Small Data Sets: With the use of traditional security appliances organizations daily get 

thousands of alerts as these devices have to deal with the production data passing through 

them.  Whereas the logs generated by honeypots are very small and are of more value [8].  

Encryption: Honeypots have the capacity to even capture encrypted data. During any kind of 

attack honeypots have this capacity to decrypt as they are at the endpoint of an attack [8]. 
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IPv6 Support: IPv6 is the future of networking and many organizations are already switching 

over to IPv6. There are IDS and firewalls which still do not support IPv6 whereas honeypots 

can also support this new technology [8]. 

Minimal Resources: As they are only used to capture bad and malicious activity, therefore 

they do not require much of processing capabilities. Any low end computer can be used as 

honeypot [8]. 

Discovery of New Attack Vectors: Honeypots have the capacity to record everything which 

comes there way. Therefore they can also capture and discover new tools and tactics which 

have never been used before [8]. 

Simplicity: They are simple and flexible tools and do not require any complicated algorithm 

for developing signatures for updating [8]. 

Reduced False Positives and False Negatives: Honeypots reduce the problem of false 

positive and false negative considerably. Honeypots normally become target to blackhats as it 

is hard for a common person to find these systems and attack [8]. 

2.5 Disadvantages of Honeypots 

There are also some disadvantages of honeypots, which are given below: 

Risk: Honeypots are meant to be compromised but there is a huge risk associated with it. If 

these machines are not monitored and they are taken over by the attacker, then the attacker 

can use these honeypots to attack others. As discussed previously, more risk is associated with 

high interaction honeypots then the ones which just emulate few services. 

Limited Vision: Honeypots can only capture any activity when an attacker directly interacts 

with them. They cannot be very helpful in scenarios where other systems are attacked. The 

analogy for this can be a microscope which has a limited view but it provides minute 

information about the things which come under their field of view.  

Discovery and Fingerprinting: Fingerprinting is a process in which an attacker can identify a 

honeypot. Though the risk of identifying a honeypot by script kiddies or worms is not very 

likely but advanced hackers can discover these honeypots by their fingerprints. A simplest of 

mistake during emulation of any service can act as a signature for a honeypot [6] and 

identification of this signature will definitely result into the failure of honeypot itself.    

The disadvantages discussed above are the main cause of less popularity of honeypot tools 

and prevents this technology to completely change the current security mechanisms [8].  
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2.6 Data Collection Tools  

In this section we will briefly review some of the honeypot tools that are commonly used. 

Honeynet project is responsible for developing some of the tools given below, whereas others 

are simply used as part of deployment in honeynet project.  

Honeyd [14] is a low-interaction honeypot which can be used to simulate 65,000 hosts using a 

single PC. The IP stack of different OS can be emulated through honeyd. It also provides base 

level service emulations. It can also be used for simulation of routers. Honeyd is used as part 

of implementation in thesis and is discussed in detail in section 2.7.  

Nepenthes [15] is a low-interaction honeypot which is used for emulation of know windows 

vulnerabilities and downloads the payload when an attacker attempts to exploit any of those 

vulnerabilities. This tool can be used efficiently for capturing worms. The data collected using 

nepenthes include attack source, the downloaded worm and hex dumps of shell code used for 

exploiting the vulnerability.  

Another type of low interaction honeypot is Honeytrap [16] which like honeyd and nepenthes 

provide basic service emulation. The difference between them is that honeytrap can also be 

used to detect any connection attempts over inbound TCP ports. It gives alerts on attacks by 

using connection monitor to extract TCP connection attempts from the network stream. It can 

also be used for mirroring TCP connections.  

Kojoney [17] is used for emulating SSH server process. It is also a low interaction honeypot 

which records username and passwords of attackers attempting to login. Source addresses of 

attacks are logged and geolocated for providing basic attack reporting.  

Sebek [18] is used for monitoring high interaction honeypots. It is a type of rootkit style 

kernel module or patch which supports Solaris, Linux, BSD and win32 platforms. For 

capturing input/output activity, file access and attackers’ keystrokes sebek hooks up to system 

read/write calls. UDP packets are used to export this data over the network. Hiding its own 

presence on the system and to hide the monitoring traffic from the attacker is another function 

of Sebek. Data capture capabilities at a host level result to be extremely useful specially with 

encryption technology in which attackers activity can go undetected through plain text 

network based IDS devices or packet capture solutions.     

Honeywall [19] comes in a bootable CDROM and is used for building high interaction 

honeynets in a much lesser time. Between two network bridges a transparent layer is formed 

by honeywall which is used for data capture, data control and online analysis of data. IP tables 

logs, file and I/O data, fingerprints of OS using p0f, snort alerts, keystroke logs (for Sebek 
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enabled honeypots) and full binary packet dumps can be collected using honeywall. 

Honeywalls are able to mitigate the risks of outbound attacks once it is compromised by 

connection rate limiting and snort inline.     

Honeynet project members have also developed a number of web application honeypots 

which include PHPHoP [20], HIHAT [21] and Google Hack Honeypot [22]. HIHAT and 

Google Hack Honeypot are low interaction honeypots which are used for emulating 

vulnerable web applications for capturing payloads and for monitoring basic attacker search 

engine and mass scanning behaviors. Whereas PHPHoP is a high interaction honeypot, it can 

be used for converting existing PHP applications to a honeypot and can successfully monitor 

web application attacks such as SQL injection.    

Capture-HPC [23] is another high interaction honeypot. It is used for detecting malicious 

URLs and to look for sites which attempt to an unauthorized change to virtual machines state. 

On a windows virtual machine arbitrary applications are now supported with the latest 

released version 2.0.  Kernel call-back mechanism is used by the capture-HPC client for 

tracking any changes in the state of virtual machine. These changes are then reported to the 

server module of capture-HPC. Server module is capable of collecting actual contents of files 

that have been changed, modified or deleted after visiting any particular URL.  

Honeybow [24] performs a similar function as capture-HPC and achieves similar results by 

using another approach. Honeybow can also be integrated with mwcollect/nepenthes.  

By using Honeymole [25] the deployment of a number of honeypots can be simplified as it 

tunnels network traffic to a centralized network of honeypots (honeyfarm). Honeysticks  [26] 

contains both honeywall and honeypots. It is a bootable USB based virtual honeynet which is 

used for simplifying honeynet deployments through a single portable device. DVD and 

CDROM based systems have also been developed.        

SpamPot [27] is used for analyzing and collecting spam e-mails. PEHunter [28] is used to 

analyze network traffic and is able to extract windows executable from this traffic. Its 

architecture is based on snort dynamic preprocessor and is typically deployed in front of high 

interaction honeypots as an inline device. 

Tracker [29] is used for identifying any malicious DNS activity. In a short period of time it 

can find domains that are resolving large number of IPs. It can then be used for tracking those 

host names with their IP mappings till the hostname stops responding or the user manually 

stops tracking those hostnames. Tracker can also be used for finding any unusual A Record 

rotation or fast flux domains.  
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2.7 Honeyd 

As mentioned in the above section we have used honeyd as a data collection tool for our 

prototype. Honeyd is a low interaction honeypot developed by Niels Provos [4, 5]. It is an 

open source project which was initially developed for UNIX but later it was ported to 

windows as well. Some of the reasons for using honeyd in our implementation are given 

below [30, 31]: 

Faked OS Personality: OS personalities are defined through the honeyd.conf file. When an IP 

address is scanned it activates its OS personality. This OS faking deceives the attackers and 

consumes their time when they perform scanning. Faked OS personality is just a passive 

approach as it does not have any means available to combat attackers.  

Faked Network Topology: When an IP address is scanned it activates its faked network 

topology. This faking or network topology deceives the attackers and consumes their time 

when they perform scanning. Faked network topology is also a passive approach as it does not 

have any means available to combat attackers.  

Faked TCP/IP Stack: When scanning is done the TCP/IP handshake sequence is activated. 

TCP/IP sequence responses are manipulated and sent to the attacker as an active counter 

measure. It works dynamically as TCP/IP stack changes whenever an operating system scan is 

initiated.  This leads in deceiving the attacker by giving information of the faked operating 

system.  

Faked Services: Faked services are also defined through the honeyd.conf file. They get 

activated when they are scanned. Attackers see these faked services as potential targets while 

they use scanning methods. A deception is created for the attacker by presenting services and 

weaknesses that do not actually exist.     

Honeyd continuously monitors the unused IP space and whenever an attacker attempts to 

establish a connection it acts as a victim. Honeyd responds to the attacker and log all its 

activities. The use of different emulated operating systems and services by honeyd help to 

blend them with the production network. It also helps for knowing different attack methods 

used for different services. For instance on a Windows 2000 server we have emulated IIS 

webserver, Telnet is emulated on a cisco router, FTP is emulated on windows XP. The design 

of honeyd enables it to respond and combat against network scanning tools like Nmap [32]. 

Honeyd emulates an OS personality known as fingerprint which is the exact match of Nmap 

or Xprobe [33] OS “signature”. These signatures are available in Nmap and Xprobe 

fingerprint file. These files are enumerated and the flag sequence of TCP/IP communication 
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determines OS platforms.  Therefore, when Nmap scans honeyd it picks up the personality 

signature and recognizes it, subsequently identifying the OS [4]. 

Honeyd can be used for simulating network topologies, configuring and setting up network 

characteristics like delay, bandwidth and loss etc. It can also integrate physical machine into 

network topology, for serving multiple networks it supports multiple entry routes while for 

setting up distributed networks it provides GRE tunneling.  
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3. Literature Review 

This chapter presents discussion of the existing literature with respect to the implementation 

of honeypot technology in an educational lab. Literature review process is used for setting up 

theoretical framework for our study.  

We have used IEEE Explore and ACM to search for relevant literature of honeypots and their 

implementations in an online information security laboratory. The keywords used to search 

were Honeypots (to acquire general concepts and theoretical foundation about this tool), 

Honeypots in an Information Security Lab and Honeypots for Education to see how previous 

researchers have used this technology for educational purposes. Total results found in IEEE 

Explore were 216 out of which 6 were somewhat relevant to our work, whereas 252 results 

were found on ACM out of which 8 were relevant to our area of interest.  

The literature was organized into six different themes which are summarized in the following 

table:  

Ref No Use of Online 

Laboratory 

for 

Educational 

Purposes 

Use of 

Honeypots in 

University 

Laboratory 

Use of Honeypots 

in Information 

Security 

Laboratory 

Use of 

Honeypots on 

Virtual 

Platform 

Use of 

Honeypots on 

Physical 

Platform 

Effective 

Data 

Analysis 

Techniques 

[34] X      

[35] X      

[36] X      

[37]  X  X   

[9]   X  X  

[38]  X   X  

[39]  X   X  

[40]   X  X  

[41]   X  X  

[42]   X X X  

[43]  X  X X  

[44]  X   X  

[3]  X   X  

[45]      X 

[46]      X 

[47]  X  X   

[48]      X 

Table 1: Factors Considered During Literature Review Process 

Table 1 clearly suggests that there have been a number of implementations of honeypot 

technology for educational purpose. But most of them are with the purpose and intention of 
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gathering data for analysis of threats. Although few researchers have provided methodologies 

for making the log analysis process more efficient and user friendly but according to our 

review such methodologies are not implemented in any of the information security labs. These 

facts clearly strengthen our research question and provide us enough motivation for carrying 

out our study in such a way that we can address this issue.  The discussion over all the themes 

mentioned in table 1 is presented in the following section. 

3.1 Use of Online Laboratory for Educational Purposes 

Some of the solutions for providing lab environment to both distance and on-campus students 

include; a mobile lab which was proposed for the students of distance engineering courses 

[34]. Similarly the authors of [35] in their study purpose a concept of remotely shared lab, 

which enables sharing of labs’ data between different universities by using networked 

workstations. The aim of this lab was to develop a controlled environment for carrying out 

experiments. The authors of [36] also proposed an online solution for remote students to do 

hands-on experiment for the purpose of extending information security technology courses 

into distance education. In their solution they have designed a remote lab to carry out IDS/IPS 

experiments.     

3.2 Use of Honeypots in University Laboratory 

According to our review of article [37], we got an idea of using virtual honeypots for analysis 

of threats to a university network. In this paper the authors argues that enterprise networks 

such as university computer labs normally consists of large numbers of workstations 

(computers) to meet the needs of large groups of students and faculty. These workstations are 

also located in multiple areas around the university. This is a perfect situation for botnet 

attackers to gain control of multiple resources. This control can be used for creating a 

supercomputer aimed at performing a malicious attack. Since these labs contain large number 

of computers in them, the attacker can afford to take minimal resources from each computer. 

By doing this it becomes difficult for system administrators to notice a difference in computer 

performance. Since, resource stealing goes unidentified, so such an environment remains 

vulnerable to threats. Also, the amount of controlled resources may remain very little for a 

single compromised computer. Yet it makes a huge difference when it is multiplied with the 

total number of compromised system. An effective approach is required in these situations for 

identifying potential vulnerabilities and monitoring resources. Honeypots is a technology 

which can be used in such environments. 
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Georgia Tech University Laboratory established a honeynet in 2002 for identifying security 

issues on campus. This project started as a simple honeypot but later on it developed into a 

more complicated honeynet [38]. With the use of this honeynet in Georgia Tech University 

they were able to detect exploits that may otherwise have gone unnoticed. 

From an educational perspective, honeynets are not only valuable for learning the behaviors 

and tools used by blackhat hackers but they can effectively be used as a teaching and learning 

resource [3]. 

3.3 Use of Honeypots in Information Security Laboratory 

In [9] the authors advocate the use of honeypots as an educational tool and also presents an 

idea of using honeypots in distributed and closed environments. In this study, honeypots were 

used as closely monitored decoys employed in a network. The purpose of this deployment was 

to study the trails of hackers and to generate alerts about possible exploit and/or attack. In 

order to prove honeypots as an effective educational resource and to study issues in network 

security the authors demonstrated a number of projects. These projects were carried out in a 

network deployed specifically for running distributed computer security lab. The design of 

their project tackles the challenges in installing a honeypot in academic institutions. Their 

design did not intrude on the campus network while provided secure access to the Internet. In 

addition to a classification of honeypots, they also presented a framework for designing 

assignments/projects for network security courses.  

Brigham Young University has also implemented a security engineering lab for undergraduate 

and graduate students [40] called ITSecLab. This lab was designed in a way that students can 

do different experiments and work with a variety of security tools without the risk of 

damaging production systems. Some of the experiments performed in this lab were port 

scanning, worm and virus analysis, denial of service attacks and its prevention. To prevent 

any malicious activity from leaving the secured network the ITSecLab was setup as an 

isolated sandbox. This setup allowed security students to have hand-on experience on 

different aspects of information security and information assurance. Honeynet was also 

proposed to be used in this lab as an educational resource. It was argued that with current 

honeynet technology the risk and time involved in deploying honeynet have reduced 

considerably. Therefore to facilitate a more interactive approach in IT training and education 

honeynet can be implemented as part of an IT security lab [41]. 
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3.4 Use of Honeypots on Virtual Platform 

The authors of article [42] present one sample of the implementation of honeyd to emulate 

operating systems and services. They have implemented the target honeypots on a virtualize 

environment created by VMWare over a physical host. They created two VMWare guests 

over the two separate physical windows hosts. 

According to our review of the article [3] the controlled access for honeynet management 

purposes can be done either physically or virtually. Although this article dealt with the only 

physical access of honeynet but gave path to virtual management for future work. 

3.5 Use of Honeypots on Physical Platforms 

In March 2003, a honeypot was deployed at the Azusa Pacific University Honeynet Research 

project [39]. Windows 2000 server operating system was used for this honeypot which was 

not patched nor updated. Immediately after the system came online, it was attacked by worms 

including the infamous slammer worm. During several successful attacks the attackers were 

able to gain administrative privileges. A number of unsuccessful attacks were also made 

against this honeypot. One of the contributions of this project was that it helped in expanding 

awareness about botnets compromised machines which are joined together through IRC. 

Towson University (TU) also deployed a honeynet project for securing their campus network 

and to analyze the attacks and threats faced by them [42]. Research in [41, 43, 44]  indicates 

that honeynets can be safely deployed in academic environment and universities and provide 

value for teaching and research. 

3.6 Effective Data Analysis Techniques  

The output of honeypot data capture tools is contained in their log files. These logs can grow 

very large in size when there is heavy attack traffic in the system, thus consuming a lot of disk 

space. The large size of these log files pose difficulty for processing and analysis as these 

operation require lot of time and efforts. The authors of this paper proposed a system 

comprising of the logging and analysis module. By the use of logging module they were able 

to saved disk space and reduced the log size [46].  

In this study, to avoid the hazards of processing large volumes of log files, we will follow a 

process of regularly parsing the log file. This parsed information will be made available to 

researchers through a well-defined web interface and contained in a RDBMS. Once the 
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information contained in a log file is parsed and transferred into the RDBMS, that log file will 

be truncated resulting in smaller log file.  

In [48] the authors have purposed a methodology of saving the logs into the RDMS. The logs 

were transferred form the honeypot server to the database server by using scripts. 
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4. Design of Lab and Implementation 

This chapter presents detailed discussion about the design process and the methodology 

adopted during this study. The basic purpose of this thesis was to setup a honeypot in an 

online information security lab environment, in a way that it can safely be used by the 

students as a tool in learning/implementing security related concepts. This setup is likely to 

provide students an environment where they can design test and execute experiments 

regarding their research hypotheses and get results to conclude outcomes of their study. The 

process of analyzing logs is made easier, efficient and more user friendly in our design.     

4.1 Design Methodology 
 

Design Research is considered as an important part of research activities carried within 

Engineering, Information Systems and Computer Science. The process of design research 

comprises of analyzing the use and performance of the designed artifacts or constructs for the 

purpose of understanding, explanation and improvement of the designed systems. The output 

of studies involving the use of design research consist of constructs, models, methods, 

theories, instantiations, algorithms, human-computer interfaces, system design methodologies, 

languages, etc [49]. 

In relation the constructive research deals with the process of building an artifact that could 

solve the problem of a specific domain. The purpose of creating such an artifact is usually to 

create knowledge about the process of solving the problem or understanding it as being 

modeled. 

The results of constructive research could be of both practical and/or theoretical relevance of 

the problem being address. This type of research can also be used to solve domain related 

knowledge problems particularly feasibility, improvement and novelty. However, the 

emphasis is always placed on the theoretical relevance of the construct. Also, constructive 

research methodology tries to answer the questions of finding the elements of the solution 

central to the benefits being gained and/or how the elements could be presented in the most 

condense form. [50, 51]. 

The main concept of constructive research is that the knowledge produced by this process is 

derived from existing knowledge. However this derived knowledge is used in different or 

innovative way perhaps with the addition of some missing links. The construction process 

begins through design thinking and by making future predictions about the imagined solution 

(artifact or theory) to fill in knowledge or some other conceptual gaps with the help of 
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resolutely tailored components to maintain the whole construction. Artifacts like plans, 

organizational charts, models, system designs, models, algorithms, software development 

techniques and artificial languages are types of common constructs used for research and 

engineering [52].  

In constructive approach solutions are not discovered in the first place rather they are designed 

and developed, although a number of inspirations in many artifacts come naturally, especially 

in the case of natural and organic computing. When a construction, may it be practical or 

theoretical differs largely from anything that already exist, brings along a new reality through 

which previously existing knowledge can be examined and understood, which makes it of an 

undeniable epistemological value [52].  

In this thesis we have followed the constructive research approach in which we have utilized 

the existing knowledge for setting up our design goals. These design goals are then used as 

building blocks in formulating the solution to the problem mentioned in our research question. 

Although the design goals in our work are derived from existing knowledge yet they are used 

in a different and innovative way to bring along our contribution in the domain.  

4.2 Design Goals 

The design goals derived from previous literature in context to our research question are given 

below: 

4.2.1 Provide Closed Environment 

The authors of [2] clearly suggest that university laboratories and network infrastructure 

cannot be used for conducting security experiment. As for students to work with a number of 

attack tools, malwares, sniffers, port scanners etc, there is always a possibility that any of the 

attack can accidentally harm the university network. Therefore it was imperative to provide a 

closed and controlled environment in which students can perform their activities and have a 

hands-on experience with the available security tools. The authors of [9, 40] have used 

honeypots in closed environments.  

4.2.2 Provide Online & Secure Access 

Another important factor to consider while designing was to ensure that our design is flexible 

enough to address the problem of providing an online and secure-access. The authors of [34-

36] have advocated the use of online labs for distance students and proposed solutions for 

that. 
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As many universities are offering distance education and a large number of Information 

Security students carry courses through distance education, so they also need to have an 

access to such lab environment.  

4.2.3 Honeypot with Minimum Risk 

One of the disadvantages of using honeypots is the risk factor associated with them [12, 13]. 

As in case a honeypot is compromised and is used for launching attacks, then it becomes a 

liability for its owners. Therefore we have to avoid this risk in our designed construct.  

4.2.4 Use Minimum Resources 

The authors of [46, 48] have used multiple hardware and software resources while 

implementing their honeypot solutions, whereas a more novel approach can be followed for 

proper resource utilization.  

4.2.5 Managing Log File Size 

The authors of [46] presented the idea of managing log file size for saving disk space. As our 

prototype will be used by hundreds of students at post-graduate and graduate level the amount 

of logs generated by honeypot will be large. Therefore in our designed construct we have 

considered an approach which keeps the log file size small.  

4.2.6 Meaningful Presentation  

The analysis of large log files is a difficult process for security analysts and /or students who 

want to see what logs honeypot has recorded against their particular activity. The authors of 

[46, 48] have presented their own solutions to the problem. We have also considered it as an 

important design goal in our purposed solution.  

4.2.7 Overhead of Maintenance  

Some of the honeypot tools require constant monitoring, as in the case of high interaction 

honeypots which adds more operational overhead [12, 13]. This factor was also considered as 

one of our design goals.  

4.3 Lab Settings 

The entire lab setup for the work comprised of one physical machine in the cloud running 

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 R2. The physical specs of the machine used are:  

 Inter Quad Core Xeon Processor  

 6GB RAM  
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 300 GB Hard drive  

 Dual GBNICs  

 

Softwares used in our design are: 

 VMWare Workstation version 8.0.2  

 Software Firewall 

Virtual machines used:  

 CentOS 5.5 

 Backtrack 5 R2 

Physical specs of both virtual machines 

 Number of Processor 1, Core 2 

 2GB RAM 

 20 GB Hard drive 

 Network Adapter using NAT 

Softwares and Demons used on virtual machines: 

 Honeyd 1.5c 

 MySQL 

 PHP 

 Apache  

 phpMyAdmin 

 Arpd 

 Nmap 

OS emulated: 

 Microsoft Windows Server 2000 

 Microsoft Windows XP SP1 

 Cisco 4500 router running IOS 11.2(2) 

Services Emulated: 

 HTTP 

 HTTPS 

 FTP 

 Telnet 
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Physical design of lab is given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1 Physical Topology of Lab 

4.4 Implementation Process  

Once we have set the design goals for our lab environment and selected the appropriate 

honeypot tool the process of installation and configuration began. 

4.4.1 Installation of Honeyd, Apache, MySQL, MySQL Admin & PHP 

The commands used to install and configure honeyd, Apache, MySQL, MySQL Admin & 

PHP are given at the end of this report as Appendix A. 

After making all necessary changes in the configurations file, honeyd was started with the 

following command: 

cd  /usr/local/share/honeyd && honeyd –f honeyd.conf –i eth0 –i lo –l /var/log/honeyd 

Once honeyd was in a running state we confirmed it by using ping command for pinging the 

emulated IP addresses. When the emulated host responded successfully, we then launched a 

test through Nmap.  
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Figure: 2 Ping Responses from Emulated Host  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 3 Nmap Responses from Emulated Host  
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Figure: 4 IIS Service Running on Emulated Host   

 

Create Tables in Database 

After we were satisfied that our implementation of honeyd is successfully working and it is 

ready to be used by students for performing their experiment, we moved to the next step of 

our implementation process which was to create tables in MySQL database for storing the 

logs generated by honeyd. Figure 5 shows the structure of tables created in the database.   
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Figure: 5 Structure of Table in Database 

 

Writing PHP Code for Web Interface and Log Parsing 

The next step in the implementation process was to provide a web interface through which 

students can view logs based on their queries. We have used PHP to solve this problem. The 

code written in PHP for this process is given as Appendix B. 

4.5 Process Description 

Students are able to access the physical server through secured VPN. The server hosts two 

virtual machines using VMWare workstation. One machine “vHost Honeypot” is running 

CentOS 5.5 in which honeyd is implemented and configured to emulate services (like HTTP, 

HTTPS, FTP, IIS, Telnet). The other machine “vHost Attacker” is running Backtrack 5 R2 

for launching attacks on these fake hosts and services. Basic tests and attack scenarios include 

pinging faked hosts, telnetting faked services, running nmap tool to identify open ports and 

gathering information about of faked hosts, wireshark monitoring of traffic generated etc. 

Honeypot constantly monitors its emulated processes and whenever someone interacts with 

them or an attack is encountered, it logs this activity into its log file. Once the information is 

logged into the log file, it is parsed using php programming language and stored in relational 
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tables under MySQL database management system installed on vHost Honeypot. A web 

interface is provided to carry out the process of parsing text logs into managed repository of 

relational databases. This web based interface, makes it easy for the students to find out 

details of an attack (being logged by honeyd) and to make notes for their corresponding 

research hypotheses. These logs can also be accessed by students in the form of pie-charts and 

graphs through our web interface.  
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5. Results & Analysis 

As mentioned earlier in this report that honeyd captures all the attacks launched against 

emulated operating systems and services which are stored in a text file. In case of a single user 

experimenting with honeyd it was easier to understand these logs, as all the logs corresponds 

to the attacks he/she has launched. However in case of an online information security lab the 

honeypot will be used by a large number of students for different security experiments. It 

becomes difficult for the students to analyze a text log file which contains logs of all the 

attacks launched by other students. For any student, to extract the relevant logs of a particular 

attack/scan will become a cumbersome and time consuming task. 

The raw textual logs reside on vHost Honeypot and providing access of these logs to each 

student was also difficult. The design of our implementation provides solutions to this 

problem by providing a web interface. 

The efficiency of process in our case is based on the time and effort required for extracting 

relevant logs of a particular attack. We will analyze the efficiency factors by using 

experimental data. Our construct was based on certain design goals derived from previous 

literature. As the literature followed in our study mostly discussed different concepts and 

approaches theoretically without providing details about experiments, so we will do a 

theoretical comparison between our approach and those used previously to confirm our 

contribution for solving a specific domain problem. 

Experiments 

For measuring the efficiency of our prototype we have asked 5 students to use our system by 

launching different attacks or probes. As 5 students were using the system at the same time so 

the log file had records of all the 5 students. We then asked those students to find the number 

of hits on port 80 from the log file using manual search option and observe the time it takes to 

have your desired results. This time was noted and then the students were asked to launch 

more attacks which resulted in increase of the log file size. Then again the students were 

asked to try finding all the hits on port 80 and note the time it takes to have desired results. 

This process was repeated over a period of time and the results showed that as the number of 

entries in the log file increased the time and effort required to find any specific record also 

increased.  

Then we removed all the entries from the log file and started doing the same experiment in 

which 5 students launched different attacks or probes and then tried to find details of those 

attacks using our prototype. The students were asked to find the number of hits on port 80 and 
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note the time taken to have the desired results from our system. After repeatedly doing the 

same process over and over and noticing the time it takes to have desired results from our 

system we noticed that the increase in the number of entries in the log file or the size of log 

file did not affect the time and effort required to find desired results. The students were able to 

have their results through our web interface by just launching the query of their own choice.   

From this experiment we concluded that while using the manual log file in the inherited 

system, time and effort is directly proportional to the number of entries in the log file or the 

size of log file. As the number of entries increased the time and effort required also increased. 

Whereas in case of our prototype time and effort remained constant, with the increase of the 

number of entries in the log file. It suggests our prototype to be more user-friendly and 

efficient. The results of our experiments are given in the graphs below in which X is the time 

factor compared to the size of the file: 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 6 Comparison between manual search process and our prototype  
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Source Providing 

Closed 

Environment  

Providing Honeypot 

with 

minimum 

risk 

Use 

Minimum 

Resources 

Managing 

Logs File 

Size 

Meaningful Presentation Overhead of 

Maintenance 

Online 

Access 

Secure 

Access 

Easy 

Access 

to 

Logs 

Use of 

RDBMS 

Providing 

Graphs 

[9, 40] X          

[34-36]  X         

[14]    X       

[46]    X  X   X  

[48]    X   X X X  

Our 

Construct 
X X X X X X X X X X 

Table: 2 Comparison of Work Done 

 

The table above presents a clear picture of how our construct can be compared to previous 

approaches in this domain. We will discuss findings about all the building blocks considered 

as design goals in our work in this section: 

Providing Closed Environment: The physical topology for our lab allow us to perform 

security experiments within a virtualized environment. Taking advantage of this virtual 

environment vHost Attack is used to launch attack against the emulated services of vHost 

Honeypot. During the experiment conducted by the students the system was closely 

monitored. It was confirmed that whatever activity is performed in the virtual environment 

does not affect the physical infrastructure and remains within the controlled and/or closed 

environment. 

Providing Online & Secure Access: The test group of students who performed experiments 

on our system were able to login to our system simultaneously using vpn connection to ensure 

access to distance students in a secure way.       

Honeypot with Minimum Risk: We have used honeyd in our system which is a low 

interaction honeypot and offer emulated OS and services instead of real OS and services. 

Therefore it is considered as a honeypot with minimum level of risk. During the experiments 

we have seen that these emulated services did not exhibit any risk of being compromised or 

taken over by the attackers completely.  

Use Minimum Resources: The complete environment is created using one physical machine 

in the cloud which hosts two virtual guests. There was no need to use switches or routers in 

the adopted design. We have also not used any additional software such as GNU plot in case 

of [46] or hardware such as a separate database server used in case of [48].  

Managing Log File Size: The log file size can grow big, specially in case of Denial-of-

Service (DoS) attacks, spamming or brute force attacks by a large number of students. A 
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larger file can take much longer time to be parsed into the database and can use more 

processing and disk space. Therefore to keep the log file size as small as possible, we have 

adopted an approach through which the log file is truncated once it is parsed into the database. 

This approach keeps the log file size small to saves disk space and reduces total time for 

processing for parsing these logs into the database. Authors in [46] have adopted an approach 

of changing the format of logs originally generated for saving disk space. The logs in this 

approach remains in the text form. This approach had a very low impact on the file size which 

keeps growing large with the passage of time.   

Meaningful Presentation: We have also provided statistical data in the form of charts and 

graphs through our web interface. These statistics enable students to easily analyze which 

services, protocols and ports are mostly attacked. The charts and graphs can be viewed by 

passing parameters such as most attacked protocols, monthly attack graphs and most attacks 

on/from a specific port. The author of [46] also provided statistical view of honeypot logs. But 

in their proposed methodology they have used to input a text file which contains attack 

statistics to a third party software GNU plot for plotting pie charts. Their approach requires an 

additional process as they have to first create a text file which contains all the statistics. This 

text file is imported in GNU plot to produce pie charts, whereas in our implementation we 

have provided charts and graphs without involving any other process or using any other 

software.       

We have used RDBMS for storing logs generated by honeypots. These logs were originally 

saved in a text format. We have used PHP code for parsing these logs into the database. The 

RDBMS also resides on the same machine vHost Honeypots. By installing RDBMS on the 

same machine we do not need to move these logs to another machine first where they were 

parsed into the database as previously done in [48]. In [48] the authors proposed using SCP 

(secure copy protocol) for copying these logs to a database server first where they are parsed 

into the database. The problem with their implementation was that updated data might not be 

available in the database. A script is used for periodically transferring logs from honeypots to 

the database server. In this approach updated log files might not always be present on the 

database server to be parsed into the database or might be under transfer process. In our 

implementation we do not require this additional process of copying the log file to another 

server, which enable us to get the logs in a semi real-time. The process of using web interface 

for end user to access logs was provided in our implementation. It was difficult to provide 
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access of the original log file to every student. The use of web interface  for viewing logs by 

analysts was also proposed previously in [48].  

Overhead of Maintenance: During the experiments conducted by the students we have 

observed that our construct does not require any interaction by the administrator. The process 

of log management is fully automated and honeyd is a safe tool which does not require 

constant monitoring.    

 

Below are some of the screenshots from our system: 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 7 Raw Log File  
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Figure: 8 Default Web Interface 

 

Students can login to this web interface and here they can perform two functions. They can 

update the database by using the parse button. This action will immediately update the 

database by parsing all the available logs into the database. Once the logs are successfully 

transferred the log file will be truncated automatically. This process keeps the size of log file 

small which not just saves the disk space but also reduces the processing time as large log 

files can take more processing time for the logs to be transferred into the database.   

In the second function students can search the logs by submitting queries based on protocol, 

Source IP address, Destination IP address, Date/Time, Source Port or Destination Port.          
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Figure: 9 View of Logs through Web Interface 

 

In the above figure user has launched a search using destination port as search criteria. So all 

the attacks that have been launched on port 23 (telnet) with details of attack date and time, 

protocol, session start and session end time, source IP address, source port and source 

operating system have been presented in the table.  Below are some of the statistical charts 

generated through our web interface: 
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Figure: 10 Pie Chart all Protocol Hits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 11 Destination Port Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 12 Monthly Protocol Hits Chart 
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6. Discussion & Conclusion 

This study was aimed to provide a closed and controlled environment for students to do 

security experiments with the honeypot. It was desirable that this environment is available to 

both on campus and online students. We also aimed at providing easy and user-friendly 

mechanisms for log analysis. The study was conducted as a constructive research and was 

based on research questions and a theoretical framework (theoretical foundation & literature 

review) that builds on our design goals and extends the literature on frames of reference and 

on the use of honeypots in an online information security lab. In this regard the research 

question was; how the students can safely use honeypot in an online information security 

laboratory for educational purposes? How the process of forensics and analysis of logs can 

be made easy and user friendly for students and security analysts?  

For the first part of our research question we have utilized the idea for having a controlled 

environment for information security lab as mentioned in previous literature. But we have 

implemented it according to our requirements in a virtualized environment by emulating 

services and operating systems through honeyd, which was not done previously. We have 

designed a prototype which consists of a physical server having two virtual hosts as vHost 

Honeypot and vHost Attack. Using the vHost honeypot we have emulated the operating 

systems and services within the virtualized network. vHost attack is used by students for 

launching attacks against the emulated services and operating systems. This virtualized 

environment provides students a secure test bed for conducting their security experiments. We 

have also provided online and secure access to our lab settings. This concept was also based 

on the needs of having online educational labs previously proposed by researchers, but we 

have utilized it here specially for an online information security lab. Further our research 

question stressed upon the safe use of honeypots in an online information security lab so the 

tool we selected for our lab settings was honeyd. It is a low interaction honeypot and such 

types of honeypots involve minimum risk which is also discussed in previous literature.       

As a second part of our study we have developed an analysis module for providing logs 

captured by honeypots in an easy and user friendly way. It was achieved by using a web 

interface for displaying logs, statistical charts and graphs. Logs were parsed and stored in 

RDBMS. The logs were originally in a text file which can grow large in size making analysis 

difficult and time consuming process. Our construct also include a methodology for keeping 

the log file size small. Study of previous literature confirms that such analysis modules have 

been developed for tools like honeyd, but they were also not used previously in any online 
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information security laboratory. In our implementation we have tried to improve the working 

of analysis module previously proposed by simplifying the process and also by utilizing 

minimum resources.  

Our study is in line with the previous research as it is based on the knowledge derived from 

previous literature, yet utilized in an innovative and different way to solve the problem 

mentioned in our research question, which is a typical example of constructive research. Our 

prototype is testable and satisfies all the design goals. It is also adoptable and can be 

implemented by any other institute. More data collection tools discussed earlier in this thesis 

can also be incorporated in proposed system as artifact mutability to achieve better results. 

Due to time constraints we were not able to use multiple data collection tools simultaneously 

and had to concentrate on working with only one tool (honeyd).        

Although this research was not planned for measuring qualitative benefits, students can get 

form having such environments. General benefits that can be achieved from this study should 

at least be mentioned:   

This study can lead to increased awareness in students about current security threats. The 

setup provides students an environment where they can design test and execute experiments 

regarding their research hypotheses and get results to conclude outcomes of their study. In 

general students can learn about honeypot tool and how it operates and how a honeypot 

becomes a target of different attacks. This will help them in identifying how different attacks 

can be launched, what are the behaviors with which honeypot responds. Knowing all this, 

students can attempt to find ways to prevent different attacks or at least limiting their abilities 

to harm a system.     

Information security students will also have an opportunity to have in-depth learning 

experience in operating systems and network security.  For students to know how a honeypot 

functions on a technical level, many advanced networking concepts are required. For example 

to understand how services are emulated in the IP space, how honeypot responds to the ARP 

requests and what role it plays in capturing and transmitting data. Students can also use 

different devices like IDS/IPS and firewalls for creating rules and limits for the traffic passing 

between vHost attack and vHost honeypot to see responses. All these tests and activities can 

help students to understand and observe how normal activity on a network differs from a 

malicious activity.  

Setting up projects like this can increase the motivation of students in the field of information 

and computer security practices. Faculty members can also hope that by having such 
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environment and platform the practical aspects of information security can be incorporated to 

the curriculum. This can lead to a more interactive teaching approach, which can be used in 

identification of worms, viruses, current security threats and exploits. This project is a 

valuable addition for our institution. 

From the above discussion we can clearly state that our construct helps in solving a specific 

domain problem that was not addressed before. Hence our work can be considered as a 

contribution in filling the knowledge gap that exists previously. 
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7. Future Work  

During our work we have found that honeypot is a good tool for learning networking and 

security concepts. They can be used for understanding new threats, and how blackhats operate 

in the cyber world. We would like to continue our research on this tool. In future we would 

extend our study for safely deploying high interaction honeypots in an online information 

security lab. We would also like to develop an analysis module for high interaction honeypots. 

This task can be challenging as high interaction honeypots have the ability to capture large 

amount of data ranging from, attacker’s information, attacker’s key strokes, tools used to 

launch attack and record every activity performed on the honeypot. Such analysis module can 

help us profile attacks and the attackers, and can be used as an effective tool for security 

research and education. 
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Appendix A 

 

Installation of Honeyd: 

We started with downloading the binaries of Honeyd and the three libraries libdnet-1.11, 

libpcap-0.9.6 and libevent-1.3b 

 

cd libpcap-0.9.6 

./configure && make && make install 

  

cd libdnet-1.11 

./configure && make && make install 

 

 cd libevent-1.3b 

./configure && make && make install 

 

 cd honeyd-1.5c 

./configure && make && make install 

 

Installation of Apache: 

yum install apache-server 

service httpd start 

 

Installation of MySQL: 

yum install mysql mysql-server mysql-client 

service mysqld start 

mysql_secure_installation  

 

Installation of MySQL Admin 

yum install phpmyadmin 

cat /etc/httpd/conf.d/phpMyAdmin.conf (to configure .conf file) 

 

Installation of PHP: 

yum install php php-mysql 
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rpm -Uvh http://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/5/i386/epel-release-5-4.noarch.rpm  

 

Configuring Honeyd Conf File 

cd /usr/local/share/honeyd 

vi honeyd.conf 

 

#create a new template named "War Hack Lab" 

create default 

 

#ICMP should be enabled by default 

set default default icmp action open 

 

#all the TCP ports should be blocked by default 

set default default tcp action block 

 

#all the UDP ports should be blocked by default 

set default default udp action block 

 

create template 

set template ethernet "00:22:FA:cc:dd:ee" 

set template  personality "Microsoft Windows Server 2000" 

set template  uptime 1234567 

set template  default tcp  action reset 

set template  default udp  action reset 

set template  default icmp action open 

 

#open TCP ports 23 (telnet), 80 (HTTP), 443 (HTTPS) 

add template tcp port 23 open 

add template tcp port 443 open 

add template tcp port 80 "sh scripts/iis.sh" 

bind 192.168.48.200 template 

 

create template1 
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set template1  ethernet "00:22:fa:cc:ee:dd" 

set template1  personality "Microsoft Windows XP SP1" 

set template1  uptime 1234567 

set template1  default tcp  action reset 

set template1  default udp  action reset 

set template1  default icmp action open 

 

#open TCP ports 23 (telnet), 21 (FTP) 

add template1 tcp port 23 open 

add template1 tcp port 21 open 

bind 192.168.48.201 template1 

 

create template2 

set template2  ethernet "00:22:fa:cc:de:dd" 

set template2  personality "Cisco 4500 router running IOS 11.2(2)" 

set template2  uptime 1234567 

set template2  default tcp  action reset 

set template2  default udp  action reset 

set template2  default icmp action open 

 

#open TCP ports 23 (telnet) 

add template2 tcp port 23 open 

bind 192.168.48.202 template2 
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Appendix B 

 

<?php 

 session_start(); 

 ini_set("auto_detect_line_endings", true); 

 // Now I can invoke fgets() on files that contain silly \r line 

endings.  

  

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<head> 

    <title>honeyd</title> 

    <script type="text/javascript"> 

  function submitform() 

  { 

   fullQString = window.location.search.substring(1);

    

   queryStringComplete=''; 

    

   //Add/Update query string if required. 

   var parameter = "?parse=2" + 

       "&PROTO=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbProtocol").value + 

       "&date=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDate").value + 

         "&SIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSIP").value + 

       "&SPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSPORT").value + 

       "&DIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDIP").value + 

       "&DPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDPORT").value;  

 

    queryStringComplete = queryStringComplete + 

parameter; 

      

     window.location = self.location.protocol + '//' + 

self.location.host + self.location.pathname + queryStringComplete; 

     //document.forms["frmhoneydSearch"].submit(); 

  } 

  function LoadMonthChart() 

  { 

   fullQString = window.location.search.substring(1);

    

   queryStringComplete=''; 

    

   //Add/Update query string if required. 

   var parameter = "?parse=2" + 

       "&PROTO=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbProtocol").value + 
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       "&date=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDate").value + 

         "&SIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSIP").value + 

       "&SPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSPORT").value + 

       "&DIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDIP").value + 

       "&DPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDPORT").value + 

       "&load=2" + 

       "&from=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbFrom").value + 

       "&to=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbTo").value +       

   

       "&year=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbYear").value; 

    

   queryStringComplete = queryStringComplete + 

parameter;      

   window.location = self.location.protocol + '//' + 

self.location.host + self.location.pathname + queryStringComplete;

      

  } 

  function LoadSPORTChart() 

  { 

   fullQString = window.location.search.substring(1);

    

   queryStringComplete=''; 

    

   //Add/Update query string if required. 

   var parameter = "?parse=2" + 

       "&PROTO=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbProtocol").value + 

       "&date=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDate").value + 

         "&SIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSIP").value + 

       "&SPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSPORT").value + 

       "&DIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDIP").value + 

       "&DPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDPORT").value + 

       "&load=2" + 

       "&from=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbSPORTFrom").value + 

       "&to=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbSPORTTo").value +      

    

       "&year=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbSPORTYear").value; 
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   queryStringComplete = queryStringComplete + 

parameter;      

   window.location = self.location.protocol + '//' + 

self.location.host + self.location.pathname + queryStringComplete;

      

  } 

  function LoadDPORTChart() 

  { 

   fullQString = window.location.search.substring(1);

    

   queryStringComplete=''; 

    

   //Add/Update query string if required. 

   var parameter = "?parse=2" + 

       "&PROTO=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbProtocol").value + 

       "&date=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDate").value + 

         "&SIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSIP").value + 

       "&SPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtSPORT").value + 

       "&DIP=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDIP").value + 

       "&DPORT=" + 

document.getElementById("txtDPORT").value + 

       "&load=2" + 

       "&from=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbDPORTFrom").value + 

       "&to=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbDPORTTo").value +      

    

       "&year=" + 

document.getElementById("cmbDPORTYear").value; 

    

   queryStringComplete = queryStringComplete + 

parameter;      

   window.location = self.location.protocol + '//' + 

self.location.host + self.location.pathname + queryStringComplete;

  

  } 

  function resetFields() 

  { 

   document.getElementById("txtDate").value = ''; 

   document.getElementById("txtSIP").value = ''; 

   document.getElementById("txtSPORT").value = ''; 

   document.getElementById("txtDIP").value = ''; 

   document.getElementById("txtDPORT").value = ''; 

   

  } 

 </script> 

</head> 

<body>  
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<!--<div style="background-image:url(honeyd.png); background-

repeat:no-repeat; background-position:center;height: 461px;position: 

relative;top: 13px;">--> 

     <!--- <form action="honeyd.php?parse=3" method="post" 

enctype="multipart/form-data"> 

          <center> 

                <table width="50%" border="0px" cellpadding="0"  

cellspacing="0"> 

                    <tr><td width="100%" 

colspan="2"><strong><ul><li>1. Upload</li></ul></strong></td></tr> 

                    <tr><td colspan="2" height="10px;"></td></tr> 

                    <tr> 

                        <td width="60%"><label 

for="file">Filename:</label> <input type="file" name="file" 

id="file" /> </td> 

                        <td width="40%" align="right"> <input 

type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit" /></td> 

                    </tr> 

                </table>    

            </center> 

        </form> 

 <?php  

 include "libchart/classes/libchart.php"; 

 

 $PROTO = ''; 

 $date = ''; 

 $SIP = ''; 

 $SPORT = ''; 

 $DIP = ''; 

 $DPORT = ''; 

 $parse = ''; 

  

 if (isset($_GET['parse'])) 

 { 

  $parse = $_GET['parse']; 

 } 

 if (isset($_GET['PROTO'])) 

 { 

  $PROTO = $_GET['PROTO']; 

 } 

 if (isset($_GET['date'])) 

 { 

  $date = $_GET['date']; 

 } 

 if (isset($_GET['SIP'])) 

 { 

  $SIP = $_GET['SIP']; 

 } 

 if (isset($_GET['SPORT'])) 

 { 

  $SPORT = $_GET['SPORT']; 

 } 

 if (isset($_GET['DIP'])) 

 { 

  $DIP = $_GET['DIP']; 
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 } 

 if (isset($_GET['DPORT'])) 

 { 

  $DPORT = $_GET['DPORT']; 

 } 

 if($parse == 3) 

 { 

 ?> 

      <center> 

         <table width="50%" border="0px" cellpadding="0"  

cellspacing="0"> 

                <tr> 

                    <td width="100%"> 

      <?php 

                            if (($_FILES["file"]["type"] == 

"application/octet-stream") )  

                            { 

                                if ($_FILES["file"]["error"] > 0) 

                                { 

                                    echo "Return Code: " . 

$_FILES["file"]["error"] . "<br />"; 

                                } 

                                else 

                                { 

                                    echo "Upload: " . 

$_FILES["file"]["name"] . "<br />"; 

                                    echo "Type: " . 

$_FILES["file"]["type"] . "<br />"; 

                                    echo "Size: " . 

($_FILES["file"]["size"] / 1024) . " Kb<br />"; 

                                    echo "Temp file: " . 

$_FILES["file"]["tmp_name"] . "<br />"; 

                                    /*if (file_exists("upload/" . 

$_FILES["file"]["name"])) 

                                    { 

                                        echo $_FILES["file"]["name"] 

. " already exists. "; 

                                    } 

                                    else*/ 

                                    { 

                                        

move_uploaded_file($_FILES["file"]["tmp_name"], 

                                        "upload/" . 

$_FILES["file"]["name"]); 

                                        echo "Stored in: " . 

"upload/" . $_FILES["file"]["name"]; 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                            else 

                            { 

                                echo "Invalid file"; 

                            } 

                        } 
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                        ?> 

        </td> 

                </tr> 

                <tr><td><hr /></td></tr> 

         </table>    

     </center> 

        --> 

    <form name="frmhoneyd" id="frmhoneyd" method="post" 

action="honeyd.php?parse=1"> 

     <center> 

            <table width="50%" border="0px" cellpadding="0"  

cellspacing="0"> 

                <tr><td width="100%" colspan="2"><strong><ul><li>1. 

Process</li></ul></strong></td></tr> 

                <tr><td colspan="2" height="10px;"></td></tr> 

               <tr> 

                    <td width="60%"><span>Click here to update 

Database</span></td> 

                    <td width="40%" align="right"><input 

type="submit" id="btnParse" name="btnParse" value="Parse" /> </td> 

                </tr> 

                <tr><td colspan="2" height="40px;"><hr /></td></tr> 

                <tr><td align="left" colspan="2"> 

  <?php  

   $parse = 0; 

   if (isset($_GET['parse'])) 

   { 

       $parse = $_GET['parse']; 

   } 

   if($parse == 1) 

   { 

    $tcp_counter = 0; 

    $udp_counter = 0; 

    $icmp_counter = 0; 

    $igmp_counter = 0; 

    $unhandled_counter = 0; 

     

    $row_counter = 0; 

    $urls="upload/honeyd.log"; 

    $page = join("",file("$urls")); 

    $line = explode("\n", $page); 

    echo count($line); 

    if(count($line) > 0) 

    { 

     for($i=0; $i < count($line); $i++) 

     { 

     echo $line[$i]; 

      $row_counter++; 

      if(strstr($line[$i], 'tcp')) 

      { 

       parse_tcp($line[$i]); 

       $tcp_counter++; 

       //echo '<br />'; 

      } 

      else if(strstr($line[$i], 'udp')) 
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      { 

       parse_udp($line[$i]); 

       $udp_counter++; 

       //echo '<br />'; 

      } 

      else if(strstr($line[$i], 'icmp')) 

      { 

       parse_icmp($line[$i]); 

       $icmp_counter++; 

       //echo '<br />'; 

      } 

      else if(strstr($line[$i], 'igmp')) 

      { 

       parse_igmp($line[$i]); 

       $igmp_counter++; 

       //echo '<br />'; 

      } 

      else  

      { 

       echo 'Unhandled Protocol Found 

at line '. $row_counter; 

       $unhandled_counter++; 

       echo '<br />'; 

      } 

      //for($j=0; $j < count($word); $j++) 

      //{ 

      // echo $word[$j].' ' ; 

      //} 

     } 

    } 

    echo '<br />'; 

    echo '<br />'; 

    echo 

'*************************************************<br />'; 

    echo $tcp_counter.' tcp records inserted.<br 

/>'; 

    echo $udp_counter.' udp records inserted.<br 

/>'; 

    echo $icmp_counter.' icmp records inserted.<br 

/>'; 

    echo $igmp_counter.' igmp records inserted.<br 

/>'; 

    echo $unhandled_counter .' Unhandled records 

inserted.<br />'; 

   }    

  ?> 

        <?php  

  function LogEntry($date, $hxus, $PROTO, $CONTYPE, $SIP, 

$SPORT, $DIP, $DPORT, $INFO1, $INFO2) 

  { 

   $server = 'localhost'; 

   $user = 'root'; 

   $pass = '123456'; 

   $con = mysql_connect($server, $user, $pass); 

   if (!$con) 
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   { 

    die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

   } 

   mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

 

   $sql = "insert into Logs (PTIME, PTIME2, PROTO, 

CONTYPE, SIP, SPORT, DIP, DPORT, INFO1, INFO2) values ('" . $date . 

"', " . $hxus . ", " . "'".$PROTO."', " . "'".$CONTYPE."', " . 

"'".$SIP."', " .$SPORT .", " . "'".$DIP."', " . $DPORT .", " . 

"'".$INFO1."', " . "'".$INFO2." ' )"; 

   //echo $sql;  

    

   if (!mysql_query($sql, $con)) 

   { 

    die('Error: ' . mysql_error()); 

   } 

   mysql_close($con); 

  } 

  function parse_tcp($line) 

  { 

   //echo $line; 

   $word = explode(" ", $line); 

   $time = $word[0]; 

   //Date 

   $dateArray = explode('.', $time); 

   $date = $dateArray[0]; 

    

   $hxus = $dateArray[1]; 

   //change "YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS" to "YYYY-MM-DD 

HH:MM:SS" 

   $date = substr($date,0, strripos($date,'-')) . ' ' . 

substr($date,strripos($date,'-') + 1, strlen($date)); 

   //protocol 

   $protoArray = explode('(', $word[1]); 

   $proto = $protoArray[0]; 

    

   $CONTYPE = $word[2];  

   $SIP = $word[3]; 

   $SPORT = intval($word[4]); 

   $DIP = $word[5]; 

   $DPORT = $word[6]; 

   $INFO1 = '-';  //size 

   $INFO2 = '-'; //don't exist 

 

   if (count($word) >= 9) 

   { 

    $DPORT = intval($DPORT); 

   } 

   if ($word[7] != '') 

   { 

    $INFO1 = $word[7]; 

   } 

   if ($word[8] != '') 

   { 

    $INFO2 = $word[8]; 
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   } 

   LogEntry($date, $hxus, $PROTO, $CONTYPE, $SIP, 

$SPORT, $DIP, $DPORT, $INFO1, $INFO2); 

  } 

  function parse_udp($line) 

  { 

   //echo $line; 

   $word = explode(" ", $line); 

   $time = $word[0]; 

   //Date 

   $dateArray = explode('.', $time); 

   $date = $dateArray[0]; 

    

   $hxus = $dateArray[1]; 

   //change "YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS" to "YYYY-MM-DD 

HH:MM:SS" 

   $date = substr($date,0, strripos($date,'-')) . ' ' . 

substr($date,strripos($date,'-') + 1, strlen($date)); 

   //protocol 

   $protoArray = explode('(', $word[1]); 

   $proto = $protoArray[0]; 

   $CONTYPE = $word[2];  

   $SIP = $word[3]; 

   $SPORT = intval($word[4]); 

   $DIP = $word[5]; 

   $DPORT = $word[6]; 

   $INFO1 = '-';  //size 

   $INFO2 = '-'; //don't exist 

 

   if (count($word) >= 8) 

   { 

    $DPORT = intval($DPORT); 

   } 

   if ($word[7] != '') 

   { 

    $INFO1 = $word[7]; 

   } 

   LogEntry($date, $hxus, $PROTO, $CONTYPE, $SIP, 

$SPORT, $DIP, $DPORT, $INFO1, $INFO2); 

  } 

  function parse_icmp($line) 

  { 

   //echo $line; 

   $word = explode(" ", $line); 

   $time = $word[0]; 

   //Date 

   $dateArray = explode('.', $time); 

   $date = $dateArray[0]; 

    

   $hxus = $dateArray[1]; 

   //change "YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS" to "YYYY-MM-DD 

HH:MM:SS" 

   $date = substr($date,0, strripos($date,'-')) . ' ' . 

substr($date,strripos($date,'-') + 1, strlen($date)); 

   //protocol 
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   $protoArray = explode('(', $word[1]); 

   $proto = $protoArray[0]; 

   $CONTYPE = $word[2];  

   $SIP = $word[3]; 

   $SPORT = 0; 

   $DIP = $word[4]; 

   $DPORT = 0; 

 

   if (strstr($DPORT,':') ) 

   { 

    $DPORT = substr($DPORT, 0, strlen($DPORT) - 1); 

   } 

   //INFO array 

   $INFOArray = explode('(', $word[5]); 

   $INFO1 = $INFOArray[0];  //icmp code 

   $INFO2 = $INFOArray[1];  //icmp type 

   LogEntry($date, $hxus, $proto, $CONTYPE, $SIP, 

$SPORT, $DIP, $DPORT, $INFO1, $INFO2); 

  } 

  function parse_igmp($line) 

  { 

   //echo $line; 

   $word = explode(" ", $line); 

   $time = $word[0]; 

   //Date 

   $dateArray = explode('.', $time); 

   $date = $dateArray[0]; 

    

   $hxus = $dateArray[1]; 

   //change "YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS" to "YYYY-MM-DD 

HH:MM:SS" 

   $date = substr($date,0, strripos($date,'-')) . ' ' . 

substr($date,strripos($date,'-') + 1, strlen($date)); 

   //protocol 

   $protoArray = explode('(', $word[1]); 

   $proto = $protoArray[0]; 

   $CONTYPE = $word[2];  

   $SIP = $word[3]; 

   $SPORT = 0; 

   $DIP = $word[4]; 

   $DPORT = 0; 

 

   if (strstr($DPORT,':') ) 

   { 

    $DPORT = substr($DPORT, 0, strlen($DPORT) - 1); 

   } 

   $INFO1 = $word[5];  //icmp code 

   $INFO2 = '-';  //icmp type 

   LogEntry($date, $hxus, $PROTO, $CONTYPE, $SIP, 

$SPORT, $DIP, $DPORT, $INFO1, $INFO2); 

  } 

   

  ?> 

       </td> 

             </table> 
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         </center> 

     </form> 

     <form name="frmhoneydSearch" id="frmhoneydSearch" method="post" 

action="honeyd.php?parse=2"> 

     <center> 

             <table width="50%" border="0px" cellpadding="0"  

cellspacing="0"> 

              

             <tr><td width="100%" colspan="2"><strong><ul><li>2. 

Search</li></ul></strong></td></tr> 

                <tr><td colspan="2" height="10px;"></td></tr> 

 

                <tr> 

                 <td colspan="2"> 

                     <table width="100%" border="0px" 

cellpadding="0"  cellspacing="0" > 

                            <tr> 

                                <td width="15%" 

align="right"><span>Protocol</span></td> 

                                <td width="15%" align="left"> 

                                    <select name ="cmbProtocol" 

id="cmbProtocol"> 

          <?php 

          

 $tcpselected = ''; 

          

 $udpselected = ''; 

          

 $icmpselected = ''; 

          

 $igmpselected = ''; 

            

          

 if($PROTO=='tcp') 

           { 

           

 $tcpselected = 'selected="selected"'; 

           } 

          

 if($PROTO=='udp') 

           { 

           

 $udpselected = 'selected="selected"'; 

           } 

          

 if($PROTO=='icmp') 

           { 

           

 $icmpselected = 'selected="selected"'; 

           } 

          

 if($PROTO=='igmp') 

           { 

           

 $igmpselected = 'selected="selected"'; 
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           } 

            

          

 $tcpOption = '<option value="tcp" '.$tcpselected.'> 

tcp</option>' ; 

          

 $udpOption = '<option value="udp" '.$udpselected.'> 

udp</option>' ; 

          

 $icmpOption = '<option value="icmp" '.$icmpselected.'> 

icmp</option>' ; 

          

 $igmpOption = '<option value="igmp" '.$igmpselected.'> 

igmp</option>' ;           

            

           echo 

$tcpOption; 

           echo 

$udpOption; 

           echo 

$icmpOption; 

           echo 

$igmpOption; 

          ?> 

                                    </select>                     

                                </td> 

                                <td width="15%" 

align="right"><span>Date/Time</span></td> 

                                <td width="15%" align="left"> 

                                    <input type="text" id="txtDate" 

name="txtDate" value="<?php echo $date;?>" /> 

                                </td> 

                            </tr> 

                            <tr>     

                                <td width="15%" 

align="right"><span>Source IP</span></td> 

                                <td width="15%" align="left"> 

                                    <input type="text" id="txtSIP" 

name="txtSIP" value="<?php echo $SIP;?>" /> 

                                </td> 

                                <td width="15%" 

align="right"><span>Source Port</span></td> 

                                <td width="15%" align="left"> 

                                     <input type="text" 

id="txtSPORT" name="txtSPORT"  value="<?php echo $SPORT;?>"/>  

                                </td> 

                            </tr> 

                            <tr>     

                                <td width="15%" 

align="right"><span>Destination IP</span></td> 

                                <td width="15%" align="left"> 

                                    <input type="text" id="txtDIP" 

name="txtDIP"  value="<?php echo $DIP;?>"/> 

                                </td> 
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                                <td width="15%" 

align="right"><span>Destination Port</span></td> 

                                <td width="15%" align="left"> 

                                     <input type="text" 

id="txtDPORT" name="txtDPORT"  value="<?php echo $DPORT;?>"/>  

                                </td> 

                            </tr> 

                            <tr><td colspan="4" 

height="40px;"></td></tr> 

                            <tr> 

                                <td colspan="4" align="right"> 

                                    <a href="javascript: 

submitform()">Search</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

                                    <a href="javascript: 

resetFields()">Reset</a> 

                                </td> 

                            </tr> 

                            <tr><td colspan="4" 

height="40px;"></td></tr> 

                            <tr> 

                                <td colspan="4" align="center"> 

         <table align="left" 

width="100%" border='0px' cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 

style="font-size:12px; background-color:#FFFFFF; background-

image:url(honeyd.png); background-repeat:no-repeat; background-

position:center;"> 

 

                                        <tr>                                         

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid" 

bgcolor="#009933"><b>Date-Time</b></td> 

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid" 

bgcolor="#009933"><b>Protocol</b></td> 

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid" 

bgcolor="#009933"><b>Con-Type</b></td>                                            

<td align="center" style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin 

solid" bgcolor="#009933"><b>S-IP</b></td> 

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid" 

bgcolor="#009933"><b>S-port</b></td> 

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid" 

bgcolor="#009933"><b>D-IP</b></td> 

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid" 

bgcolor="#009933"><b>D-Port</b></td> 

           <td 

align="center" style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin 

solid" bgcolor="#009933"><b>INFO1</b></td> 

                                            <td align="center" 

style="border-bottom:thin solid; border-left:thin solid; border-

right:thin solid" bgcolor="#009933"><b>INFO2</b></td> 

                                        </tr> 
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                                        <?php 

          $parse = 0; 

          if 

(isset($_GET['parse'])) 

          { 

           $parse = 

$_GET['parse']; 

          } 

           

          if($parse == 

2) 

          { 

          

 $searchquery = "SELECT * FROM Logs "; 

           $Where = 

""; 

            

           if 

(!empty($PROTO)) 

           $Where 

.= " PROTO = '".$PROTO."'"; 

            

           //Date 

           if 

(!empty($date)) 

           { 

           

 if($Where != "") 

            

 $Where .= ' AND '; 

           

 $Where .= " PTIME LIKE '%".$date."%'"; 

           } 

           //source 

up and port 

           if 

(!empty($SIP)) 

           { 

           

 if($Where != "") 

            

 $Where .= ' AND '; 

           

 $Where .= " SIP = '".$SIP."'"; 

           } 

           if 

(!empty($SPORT)) 

           { 

           

 if($Where != "") 

            

 $Where .= ' AND '; 

           

 $Where .= " SPORT = ".$SPORT; 

           } 
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 //destination port and ip 

           if 

(!empty($DIP)) 

           { 

           

 if($Where != "") 

            

 $Where .= ' AND '; 

           

 $Where .= " DIP = '".$DIP. "'"; 

           } 

 

           if 

(!empty($DPORT)) 

           { 

           

 if($Where != "") 

            

 $Where .= ' AND '; 

           

 $Where .= " DPORT = ".$DPORT; 

           } 

          

 //completing query 

          

 if($Where !="") 

           

 $comple_Query = $searchquery.' WHERE '.$Where; 

           else  

           

 $comple_Query = $searchquery; 

            

           //echo 

$comple_Query; 

          

 //variables to hold database configuration values 

           $server 

= 'localhost'; 

           $user = 

'root'; 

           $pass = 

'123456'; 

           $con = 

mysql_connect($server, $user, $pass); 

           if 

(!$con) 

           { 

           

 die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

           } 

          

 mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 
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           $result 

= mysql_query($comple_Query); 

            

           $row = 

array(); 

          

 while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

           { 

           

 //print_r($row); 

           

 echo "<tr>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['PTIME']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['PROTO']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['CONTYPE']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['SIP']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['SPORT']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['DIP']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['DPORT']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid\"><b>". $row['INFO1']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "<td align='center' style=\"border-bottom:thin solid; 

border-left:thin solid;border-right:thin solid;\"><b>". 

$row['INFO2']."</b></td>"; 

           

 echo "</tr>"; 

            

  

           } 

 

          

 mysql_close($con);  

          }  

         

          ?> 

                                </td> 

                            </tr> 

                        </table> 

                    </td> 
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                </tr> 

<tr><td width="100%" colspan="4"><strong><ul><li>4. 

Charts</li></ul></strong></td></tr> 

    <tr><td colspan="4" style="height:40px;" 

align="left">Pie Chart (All protocols hits)</td></tr>  

    <tr> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left"> 

     <?php 

     $chart = new PieChart(); 

     $dataSet = new XYDataSet(); 

      

     //variables to hold database 

configuration values 

     $server = 'localhost'; 

     $user = 'root'; 

     $pass = '123456'; 

     $con = mysql_connect($server, $user, 

$pass); 

     if (!$con) 

     { 

      die('Could not connect: ' . 

mysql_error()); 

     } 

     mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

     $comple_Query = 'select \'tcp\' as PROTO, 

count(*) as count from Logs where PROTO = \'tcp\' 

          union all 

          select \'udp\' 

as PROTO, count(*) as count from Logs where PROTO = \'udp\' 

          union all 

          select 

\'icmp\' as PROTO, count(*) as count from Logs where PROTO = 

\'icmp\' 

          union all 

          select 

\'igmp\' as PROTO, count(*) as count from Logs where PROTO = 

\'igmp\''; 

     $result = mysql_query($comple_Query); 

     while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

     { 

      $dataSet->addPoint(new 

Point($row['PROTO'], $row['count']));      

    

     } 

     $chart->setDataSet($dataSet); 

     $chart->setTitle("Protocols"); 

     $chart->render("generated/PROTO.png"); 

     ?> 

     <img alt="protocol chart"  

src="generated/PROTO.png" style="border: 1px solid gray;" 

height="300px" width="800px"/> 

     </td> 

    </tr>  

    <tr><td colspan="4" 

style="height:40px;"></td></tr> 
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    <tr><td colspan="4" align="left">Bar Chart (All 

protocols hits in different months)</td></tr> 

    <tr>    

     <?php  

     $from = 0; 

     $to = 0; 

     $year = 0; 

      

     $load = ''; 

     if (isset($_GET['load'])) 

     { 

      $load = $_GET['load']; 

      $from = $_GET['from']; 

      $to = $_GET['to']; 

      $year = $_GET['year']; 

     } 

     ?> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left">From 

&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

      <select name ="cmbFrom" 

id="cmbFrom"> 

       <?php      

        for($i = 1; $i<=12; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $from ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        } 

       ?> 

      </select>  

      &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; To

 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

      <select name ="cmbTo" id="cmbTo"> 

       <?php      

        for($i = 1; $i<=12; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $to ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        } 

       ?> 

      </select>  

      &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Year 

 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  

      <select name ="cmbYear" 

id="cmbYear"> 

       <?php     

        $currentYear = date('Y'); 
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        //variables to hold 

database configuration values 

        $server = 'localhost'; 

        $user = 'root'; 

        $pass = '123456'; 

        $con = 

mysql_connect($server, $user, $pass); 

        if (!$con) 

        { 

         die('Could not 

connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

        } 

       

 mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

        $comple_Query = 'select 

distinct YEAR(PTIME) as year FROM Logs;'; 

        $result = 

mysql_query($comple_Query); 

        while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

        { 

         if ($row['year'] == 

$year ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" 

value="'.$row['year'].'">'.$row['year'].'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$row['year'].'">'.$row['year'].'</option>'; 

        } 

        /*for($i = $currentYear - 

3; $i <= $currentYear; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $year ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        }*/ 

       ?> 

      </select>  &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  

    

      <a href="javascript: 

LoadMonthChart()">Load</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

     </td> 

    </tr> 

    <tr> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left">  

      

     <?php  

      $from = 0; 

      $to = 0; 

      $year = 0; 
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      $load = ''; 

      if (isset($_GET['load'])) 

      { 

       $load = $_GET['load']; 

       $from = $_GET['from']; 

       $to = $_GET['to']; 

       $year = $_GET['year']; 

       $chart = new 

VerticalBarChart();    

        

       //variables to hold database 

configuration values 

       $server = 'localhost'; 

       $user = 'root'; 

       $pass = '123456'; 

       $con = mysql_connect($server, 

$user, $pass); 

       if (!$con) 

       { 

        die('Could not connect: ' 

. mysql_error()); 

       } 

      

 mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

        

       //TCP values 

       $tcp_Query = 'select \'tcp\' 

as PROTO, month(PTIME) as month, count(*) as count from Logs  

          where PROTO = 

\'tcp\' and month(PTIME) >= '.$from.' AND month(PTIME) <= '.$to.' 

AND year(PTIME) = '.$year.' group by month(PTIME)'; 

       $result = 

mysql_query($tcp_Query);        

          

       $serie1 = new XYDataSet(); 

           

       while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

       { 

        $serie1->addPoint(new 

Point($row['month'], $row['count']));      

    

       } 

       //UDP values 

       $tcp_Query = 'select \'udp\' 

as PROTO, month(PTIME) as month, count(*) as count from Logs  

          where PROTO = 

\'udp\' and month(PTIME) >= '.$from.' AND month(PTIME) <= '.$to.' 

AND year(PTIME) = '.$year.' group by month(PTIME)'; 

       $result = 

mysql_query($tcp_Query);        

          

       $serie2 = new XYDataSet(); 
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       while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

       { 

        $serie2->addPoint(new 

Point($row['month'], $row['count']));      

    

       } 

       //ICMP values 

       $tcp_Query = 'select \'icmp\' 

as PROTO, month(PTIME) as month, count(*) as count from Logs  

          where PROTO = 

\'icmp\' and month(PTIME) >= '.$from.' AND month(PTIME) <= '.$to.' 

AND year(PTIME) = '.$year.' group by month(PTIME)'; 

       $result = 

mysql_query($tcp_Query);        

          

       $serie3 = new XYDataSet(); 

           

       while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

       { 

        $serie3->addPoint(new 

Point($row['month'], $row['count']));      

    

       } 

       //IGMP values 

       $tcp_Query = 'select \'igmp\' 

as PROTO, month(PTIME) as month, count(*) as count from Logs  

          where PROTO = 

\'igmp\' and month(PTIME) >= '.$from.' AND month(PTIME) <= '.$to.' 

AND year(PTIME) = '.$year.' group by month(PTIME)'; 

       $result = 

mysql_query($tcp_Query);        

          

       $serie4 = new XYDataSet(); 

          

       while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

       { 

        $serie4->addPoint(new 

Point($row['month'], $row['count']));      

    

       } 

            

      

       $dataSet = new 

XYSeriesDataSet(); 

       $dataSet->addSerie("tcp", 

$serie1); 

       $dataSet->addSerie("udp", 

$serie2); 

       $dataSet->addSerie("icmp", 

$serie3); 

       $dataSet->addSerie("igmp", 

$serie4); 
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       $chart->setDataSet($dataSet); 

       $chart->getPlot()-

>setGraphCaptionRatio(0.65); 

 

       $chart->setTitle("Monthly 

Protocol Hits chart"); 

       $chart-

>render("generated/monthlyPROTOchart.png"); 

      } 

     ?> 

      <img alt="monthly protocol chart"  

src="generated/monthlyPROTOchart.png" style="border: 1px solid 

gray;"  height="300px" width="800px"/> 

     </td>      

    </tr> 

    <tr><td colspan="4" 

style="height:40px;"></td></tr> 

    <tr><td colspan="4" align="left">Source Port 

Chart</td></tr> 

    <tr>    

     <?php  

     $from = 0; 

     $to = 0; 

     $year = 0; 

      

     $load = ''; 

     if (isset($_GET['load'])) 

     { 

      $load = $_GET['load']; 

      $from = $_GET['from']; 

      $to = $_GET['to']; 

      $year = $_GET['year']; 

     } 

     ?> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left">From 

&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

      <select name ="cmbSPORTFrom" 

id="cmbSPORTFrom"> 

       <?php      

        for($i = 1; $i<=12; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $from ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        } 

       ?> 

      </select>  

      &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; To

 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

      <select name ="cmbSPORTTo" 

id="cmbSPORTTo"> 

       <?php      
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        for($i = 1; $i<=12; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $to ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        } 

       ?> 

      </select>  

      &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Year 

 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  

      <select name ="cmbSPORTYear" 

id="cmbSPORTYear"> 

       <?php     

        $currentYear = date('Y'); 

        //variables to hold 

database configuration values 

        $server = 'localhost'; 

        $user = 'root'; 

        $pass = '123456'; 

        $con = 

mysql_connect($server, $user, $pass); 

        if (!$con) 

        { 

         die('Could not 

connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

        } 

       

 mysql_select_db("War_hack_Labs", $con); 

        $comple_Query = 'select 

distinct YEAR(PTIME) as year FROM Logs;'; 

        $result = 

mysql_query($comple_Query); 

        while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

        { 

         if ($row['year'] == 

$year ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" 

value="'.$row['year'].'">'.$row['year'].'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$row['year'].'">'.$row['year'].'</option>'; 

        }    

     

       ?> 

      </select>  &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  

    

      <a href="javascript: 

LoadSPORTChart()">Load</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

     </td> 

    </tr>     
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    <tr> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left">  

      

     <?php  

      $load = ''; 

      if (isset($_GET['load'])) 

      { 

       $load = $_GET['load']; 

      

       $chart = new 

VerticalBarChart();    

        

       //variables to hold database 

configuration values 

       $server = 'localhost'; 

       $user = 'root'; 

       $pass = '123456'; 

       $con = mysql_connect($server, 

$user, $pass); 

       if (!$con) 

       { 

        die('Could not connect: ' 

. mysql_error()); 

       } 

      

 mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

        

       //SPORT values 

       $SPORT_Query = 'select SPORT 

as SPORT, count(*) as count from Logs 

          where 

month(PTIME) >= '.$from.' AND month(PTIME) <= '.$to.' AND 

year(PTIME) = '.$year. ' group by SPORT'; 

       $result = 

mysql_query($SPORT_Query);        

          

       $serie1 = new XYDataSet(); 

           

       while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

       { 

        $serie1->addPoint(new 

Point($row['SPORT'], $row['count']));      

    

       }     

             

       $dataSet = new 

XYSeriesDataSet(); 

       $dataSet->addSerie("s-port", 

$serie1);        

       $chart->setDataSet($dataSet); 

       $chart->getPlot()-

>setGraphCaptionRatio(0.65); 
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       $chart->setTitle("Source Port 

Chart"); 

       $chart-

>render("generated/SPORTchart.png"); 

      } 

     ?> 

      <img alt="Source Port Chart"  

src="generated/SPORTchart.png" style="border: 1px solid gray;"  

height="300px" width="800px"/> 

     </td>      

    </tr> 

    <tr><td colspan="4" 

style="height:40px;"></td></tr> 

    <tr><td colspan="4" align="left">Destination 

Port Chart</td></tr> 

    <tr>    

     <?php  

     $from = 0; 

     $to = 0; 

     $year = 0; 

      

     $load = ''; 

     if (isset($_GET['load'])) 

     { 

      $load = $_GET['load']; 

      $from = $_GET['from']; 

      $to = $_GET['to']; 

      $year = $_GET['year']; 

     } 

     ?> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left">From 

&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

      <select name ="cmbDPORTFrom" 

id="cmbDPORTFrom"> 

       <?php      

        for($i = 1; $i<=12; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $from ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        } 

       ?> 

      </select>  

      &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; To

 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

      <select name ="cmbDPORTTo" 

id="cmbDPORTTo"> 

       <?php      

        for($i = 1; $i<=12; $i++) 

        { 

         if ($i == $to ) 
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          echo '<option 

selected="selected" value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$i.'">'.$i.'</option>'; 

        } 

       ?> 

      </select>  

      &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Year 

 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  

      <select name ="cmbDPORTYear" 

id="cmbDPORTYear"> 

       <?php     

        $currentYear = date('Y'); 

        //variables to hold 

database configuration values 

        $server = 'localhost'; 

        $user = 'root'; 

        $pass = '123456'; 

        $con = 

mysql_connect($server, $user, $pass); 

        if (!$con) 

        { 

         die('Could not 

connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

        } 

       

 mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

        $comple_Query = 'select 

distinct YEAR(PTIME) as year FROM Logs;'; 

        $result = 

mysql_query($comple_Query); 

        while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

        { 

         if ($row['year'] == 

$year ) 

          echo '<option 

selected="selected" 

value="'.$row['year'].'">'.$row['year'].'</option>'; 

         else 

          echo '<option 

value="'.$row['year'].'">'.$row['year'].'</option>'; 

        }    

     

       ?> 

      </select>  &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  

    

      <a href="javascript: 

LoadDPORTChart()">Load</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

     </td> 

    </tr>     

    <tr> 

     <td colspan="4" align="left">  
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     <?php  

      $load = ''; 

      if (isset($_GET['load'])) 

      { 

       $load = $_GET['load']; 

      

       $chart = new 

VerticalBarChart();    

        

       //variables to hold database 

configuration values 

       $server = 'localhost'; 

       $user = 'root'; 

       $pass = '123456'; 

       $con = mysql_connect($server, 

$user, $pass); 

       if (!$con) 

       { 

        die('Could not connect: ' 

. mysql_error()); 

       } 

      

 mysql_select_db("War_Hack_Labs", $con); 

        

       //SPORT values 

       $tcp_Query = 'select DPORT as 

DPORT, count(*) as count from Logs group by DPORT'; 

       $result = 

mysql_query($tcp_Query);        

          

       $serie1 = new XYDataSet(); 

           

       while($row = 

mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

       { 

        $serie1->addPoint(new 

Point($row['DPORT'], $row['count']));      

    

       }     

             

       $dataSet = new 

XYSeriesDataSet(); 

       $dataSet->addSerie("d-port", 

$serie1);        

       $chart->setDataSet($dataSet); 

       $chart->getPlot()-

>setGraphCaptionRatio(0.65); 

 

       $chart->setTitle("Destination 

Port Chart"); 

       $chart-

>render("generated/DPORTchart.png"); 

      } 

     ?> 
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      <img alt="Destination Port Chart"  

src="generated/DPORTchart.png" style="border: 1px solid gray;"  

height="300px" width="800px"/> 

     </td>      

    </tr> 

 

         </table> 

        </center> 

 </form> 

    <!--</div>--> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


